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Coexisting ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases over a range of temperature as well as magnetic field
have been reported in many materials of current interest, showing disorder-broadened first-order transitions.
Anomalous history effects observed in magnetization and resistivity are being explained invoking the concepts
of kinetic arrest akin to glass transitions. From magnetization measurements traversing unusual paths in
field-temperature space, we obtain the intriguing result that the regions of the sample which can be supercooled
to lower temperatures undergo kinetic-arrest at higher temperatures, and vice versa. Our results are for two
diverse systems viz., the inter-metallic doped CeFe2 which has an antiferromagnetic ground state, and the oxide
La-Pr-Ca-Mn-O which has a ferromagnetic ground state, indicating the possible universality of this effect of
disorder on the widely encountered phenomenon of glass-like arrest of kinetics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interesting functional properties of various materials
of current interest like colossal magnetoresistance �CMR�
materials,1 giant magnetocaloric materials, magnetic shape
memory alloys, etc. are being attributed to magnetic field �H�
and temperature �T� induced broad first-order phase transi-
tions �FOPT�, and the resulting spatial phase separation.
Most of these are multi-component systems, having
quenched disorder. In an early theoretical work, Imry and
Wortis2 showed that such quenched disorder would give rise
to a landscape of free-energies, leading to a broad transition
with spatial distribution �or landscape� of the phase transition
line �HC ,TC� across the sample. The first visual realization of
such a landscape was provided by Soibel et al.3 for the vor-
tex lattice melting transition. A similar visual realization for
an antiferromagnetic �AFM� to ferromagnetic �FM� transi-
tion, in doped CeFe2, was provided by Roy et al.4 for the
FOPT being caused by a variation of either T or H. In both
these cases magnetic images showed coexisting mesoscopic
regions of the two phases �that are separated by a FOPT�
with one growing at the expense of the other over a range of
magnetic field3,4 as well as over a range of temperatures.4

Similar phase separations observed in many other systems of
current interest arise from the landscape of free-energy den-
sities and a spread of local �HC ,TC� values across the
sample. The large number of �HC ,TC� lines would thus form
a band. The spinodal lines corresponding to the limit of su-
percooling �H* ,T*� and corresponding to the limit of super-
heating �H** ,T**� would also be broadened into bands for
samples with quenched disorder.5 Each of these bands corre-
sponds to a quasi-continuum of lines; each line represents
a region of the disordered sample, and it is imperative to

understand the nature of these bands to explain the static as
well as dynamic properties of the phase separated systems.

In a parallel development, the kinetics of phase transfor-
mation and its effect on the observed static properties in the
disorder-broadened FOPTs are being seriously investiga-
ted.5–10 It is believed that in various materials the kinetics is
actually arrested �on experimental or laboratory time scales�
and a “glass” is formed;11 demonstrating apparently anoma-
lous variation in physical properties as the H-T plane is
spanned. In addition to CeFe2, these effects have been seen
in Gd5Ge4,7 La-Pr-Ca-Mn-O �LPCMO�,9,10 Nd-Sr-Mn-O,12,13

Nd7Rh3 �Ref. 14� �see also Refs. 5 and 6�. The FOPT can be
fully or partially arrested at low temperatures; the arrest oc-
curs as one cools, and this frozen state gets “de-arrested”
over a range of temperature �which depends on the H � as
one warms.8–10 If such a kinetic arrest were to occur below a
�HK ,TK� line in the pure system �analogous to glass transi-
tion line �Tg� for topological glasses�, the disordered system
would have a �HK ,TK� band formed out of the quasi-
continuum of �HK ,TK� lines. Each line in this �HK ,TK� band
representing a local region of the sample would have its con-
jugate in the �H* ,T*� band.

In this paper, we seek a correlation between the ordering
of these quasi-continuum of lines in �H* ,T*� and �HK ,TK�
bands from magnetization �M� measurements, and show that
the type of correlation has a profound effect on the behavior
of M for two divergent systems. The most intriguing out-
come of this study is the unified observation of an anti-
correlation implying that the region having higher T* has
lower TK for a polycrystalline sample of disordered C15
Laves phase compound Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 having AFM ground
state as well as for a single crystal of charge ordered, CMR
manganite, LPCMO having FM ground state. The phenom-
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enology in the next section describes the construction of
paths in the H-T plane used in our magnetization measure-
ments. Following such designed paths enables us to draw
mesoscopic inferences from these bulk measurements.

II. PHENOMENOLOGY

At the outset we present phenomenological description
for the two cases, namely, AFM ground state and FM ground
state, respectively. We consider only the supercooling and
kinetic arrest represented by quasi-continuum of lines asso-
ciated with different regions of the sample resulting in bands
in the H-T plane.

A. AFM ground state

We first take a case where the high T state is FM and the
low T ground state is AFM. Since in a higher field FM will
exist over a larger T-region, the �H* ,T*� band falls to lower
T with rising H. We take the �HK ,TK� band to be below the
�H* ,T*� band at zero field �to ensure that zero-field cooled
�ZFC� state is fully transformed AFM�, and to rise to higher
H as T is raised, and cross the �H* ,T*� band consistent with
the earlier work on Al-doped CeFe2.5 This is shown in the
schematic of Figs. 1�a� and 2�a� where only 4 out of the
quasi-continuum of N-lines are depicted to exemplify 3 re-
gions of the sample �viz., x, y and z�. When the high-T end
of the �H* ,T*� band and the low-T end of the �HK ,TK� band
correspond to the same local region, the two bands are said
to be anti-correlated as indicated in Fig. 1�a�; whereas the
reverse is the case for the correlated bands as shown in Fig.
2�a�. For our study, we prepare the low temperature state of
the sample by cooling it from high T to TO in different H
shown by paths 1–3 in Figs. 1�a� and 2�a�; Then we simulate
the variation of M for two different measurement protocols.
In the first case, we measure M while reducing the field to
zero and in the second case we reduce the field to a nonzero
low value Hm with T held at TO, and then measure M while
increasing T.

We now study the variation of M for different FC states
assuming anti-correlated bands as depicted in Fig. 1�a�.
Cooling along path-3, the entire sample gets kinetically ar-
rested in the high-T FM state as TO is approached because
for this path, �HK ,TK� lines of all the regions are at a higher
T than the corresponding �H* ,T*� lines. Cooling in lower H
along path 2, the first-order transformation of the regions in
group z to AFM state will start before they can get arrested
since the �HK ,TK� lines between the dashed and the continu-
ous lines of the associated regions are at lower T than the
corresponding lines of the �H* ,T*� band. However, the re-
gions in group y and x are arrested in the FM phase. Simi-
larly, the regions in group z and y are transformed when the
sample is cooled along path-1 because they encounter the
associated �H* ,T*� lines while cooling before the corre-
sponding kinetic arrest lines in the �HK ,TK� band, however,
the regions in group x will be in arrested FM phase. Thus
field cooling �FC� in progressively higher fields renders more
frozen FM phase. As we cool in higher H, the additional
region arrested move from y to z. Now for the first measure-

ment protocol, the field is isothermally reduced to zero at TO
for all the FC paths. The arrested FM phase will start getting
de-arrested to the equilibrium AFM phase at the fields shown
by the horizontal arrows for the respective paths during the
field reduction at TO. For path-3, the de-arrest will start as
soon as the �HK ,TK� band is entered and successively the
regions in groups, z, y, and x will be transformed as the
�HK ,TK� band is traversed in the opposite sense during the
reduction of field to zero. However, during the reduction of

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematics of H-T phase diagrams as
well as the M-H and M-T curves after cooling in different fields for
the case with AFM ground state. �a� H-T diagram with the anti-
correlated bands showing only three regions �viz., x, y, z� out of the
N regions represented by the quasi-continuous �H*, T*� band. The
corresponding 3-regions and the dividing lines in the �HK, TK� band
appear in reverse order because of anti-correlation. For the first
measurement protocol, after FC in different H to TO following paths
1–3 the H is isothermally reduced to zero and the FM state trans-
forms to AFM state by de-arrest. The fields for onset of de-arrest
during the isothermal decrease in H �at TO� are shown by horizontal
arrows for the respective H. The variation in M resulting from this
isothermal decrease in H is sketched in �b�. Steep decrease in M
starting at progressively higher H is due to de-arrest for the respec-
tive FC paths starting at higher H, as depicted by horizontal arrows
in �a�. �c� Depicts the next measurement protocol, after FC along
paths 1–3 of �a� the H is isothermally lowered to that of Hm, the M
is measured while increasing the T from TO. The abrupt change in
the slope of M occurring at progressively higher T for the FC paths
of lower H indicates the increase in the T at which de-arrest begins.
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H for paths 2, the de-arrest will start when the dashed line of
�HK ,TK� band is encountered since the region z has already
transformed while cooling, only regions in group y and x
were arrested. Similarly for path-1 only the regions in x is
arrested and their transformation will start at the dotted line
as zero H is approached. The variation of M for this isother-
mal decrease in H is schematically shown in Fig. 1�b� where
the sharp decrease in M at progressively higher H for the
respective FC paths resulted from the starting of de-arrest at
successively higher H as shown in Fig. 1�a�. For the second
measurement protocol, as the H is reduced, part of the re-
gions of group z will get de-arrested by the time the mea-
surement field �Hm� is approached for the FC state of path-3.
With the increase in T the de-arrest will continue and the M
will decrease monotonically as schematically shown in Fig.
1�c�. Whereas such monotonic decrease will start only at a
higher T for the FC state of path-2 and the M will merge with
the path-3 when the de-arrest of the regions in group y start
after encountering the dashed line during heating. Similarly,
the de-arrest for the FC path-1 will start at still higher tem-
perature when the dotted line is encountered and the M will
merge with the rest as shown in Fig. 1�c�.

On the contrary, for correlated bands shown in Fig. 2�a�,
all the FC paths will have regions of group x in arrested
phase at TO, additionally the FC path-2 will have regions of

group y and the path-3 will have regions of group y and z in
arrested phase. Hence the de-arrest will simultaneously start
for all the paths as soon as the dash-dotted line is encoun-
tered when the H is decreased at TO shown by the horizontal
arrow. Thus for the M versus H at TO the decrease in M will
start at the same field for all the FC paths. However, all the
paths having different amount of the arrested phase, the de-
arrest will continue down to different value of H and M will
independently go to zero when H is reduced to zero as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 2�b�. It may be noted that this in
complete contrast with Fig. 1�b�. Similarly, when the tem-
perature is increased after reducing the H to Hm, the de-arrest
for all will start at TO. However, the decrease in M with
higher slope will continue up to successively higher T for
higher FC path because of larger fraction of arrested FM
phase as shown in Fig. 2�c�. This M-T behavior is also sig-
nificantly different from the case of anti-correlated band
shown in Fig. 1�c�.

B. FM ground state

The second case is for systems having AFM high-T state
and low-T FM ground state as is the case for our LPCMO
samples.15 Since a higher field favors the FM phase, the
�H* ,T*� band moves to higher T at higher H. We take the
�HK ,TK� band to lie above the �H* ,T*� band at zero field �to
be consistent with the observation in La-Pr-Ca-Mn-O that
zero-field cooling �ZFC� results in fully arrested AFM�, and
to rise to higher H as T is lowered �since FC in large field
gives FM�. This is shown in the schematic in Fig. 3�a�. The
bands are actually a quasi-continuum of N-lines, N=4 having
been depicted in the schematic to exemplify 3 regions �say x,
y, and z� of the sample. We assume that the high-T end of the
�H* ,T*� band and the low-T end of the �HK ,TK� band corre-
spond to the same local region �i.e., the two bands are anti-
correlated�, as indicated in the schematic. Again the low-T
state is prepared by cooling in different fields including zero-
field to TO. For this case, M is measured on these field cooled
states by the following two protocols: �i� By isothermally
increasing H at TO, and �ii� by raising the field value to H4 at
TO and then increasing the T.

For the first measurement protocol, when we cool in zero-
field along path-1, all T* lines lie below TK lines, and entire
sample is frozen in AFM at TO. As H is raised at TO, regions
in group z will start de-arresting at the field marked by hori-
zontal arrow 1. As H rises, group y and then group x regions
will de-arrest into FM phase. For FC along path 2, the re-
gions in group z will transform from AFM to FM, but the
regions in group y and x are arrested in AFM phase at TO. On
raising H isothermally, de-arrest of group y will start at the
field 2 indicated by horizontal arrow, and de-arrest will be
complete on exiting the TK band at horizontal arrow 4. Simi-
larly, for FC along path 3, group z and y regions will trans-
form to FM on cooling to TO, and de-arrest of group x will
start at 3. For FC along path 4, entire sample is in FM phase
at TO. Following each of the four FC paths depicted in Fig.
3�a� will thus result in M-H curves shown in Fig. 3�b�; de-
arrest will start at the corresponding points during isothermal
increase of field, and will be completed at the highest H end
of the �HK ,TK� band.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a�–�c� are the counterparts of Figs.
1�a�–1�c�, respectively, for the case of AFM ground state when the
bands are correlated. It is very clear that M-H and M-T behavior for
the correlated bands shown in �b� and �c� are very distinct from that
of the anti-correlated bands shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�.
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For the second measurement protocol, we field-cool the
sample in different fields to TO and isothermally raise the
field to that used for path 4 �H4�, shown in Fig. 3�a�. From
this field �H4�, we raise the temperature with field held con-
stant at H4. The arrested AFM regions will get de-arrested at
different temperatures; that cooled by path-1 will start con-
verting to FM phase at lower temperature whereas those
cooled by paths-2 and 3 will start converting at successively

higher temperatures. However, the full conversion to FM
phase will occur at the same temperature in each case. The
M�T� curves will then be as shown in Fig. 3�c�.

On the contrary, similar to the arguments given for the
AFM ground state case, the M-H and M-T behaviors are
completely different than Figs. 3�b� and 3�c� if the bands are
correlated. An interested reader may see Ref. 16 for a de-
tailed discussion.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To present experimental test for both the above mentioned
cases magnetization measurements are carried out on 2%
Os-doped CeFe2 and LPCMO. The details about sample
preparation and characterization can be found in Ref. 17
for polycrystalline Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 and in Ref. 9 for
LPCMO. The magnetization measurements on a 54.5 mg
Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 sample are performed using a commercial
14 Tesla Vibrating Sample Magnetometer �Quantum Design,
PPMS-VSM� and the magnetization measurements for single
crystal of LPCMO are performed with a SQUID magneto-
meter �Quantum Design, MPMS�.

A. AFM ground state: Ce„Fe,2%Os…2

Figure 4�a� shows M-H curves for Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 ob-
tained after FC in various fields to 2, 4, and 20 K. It can be
clearly seen that field decreasing curves for 2 and 4 K are
similar to the schematic of Fig. 1�b�. The merger behavior
remains qualitatively similar for both 2 and 4 K, though the
merger fields increase for 4 K which is obvious from the
schematic of Fig. 1�a�. Since there is no arrested phase at
20 K the M-H curves overlap. Figure 4�b� shows the M-T
behavior for Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 after FC to 2 K in different H
and then after reducing the H to various measurement fields,
M is measured as the T is raised from 2 K. It can be noticed
that the T of the merger of M of a higher-H FC state with the
next FC state increases as the cooling field decreases since
the de-arrest for a lower FC state start at a higher T which is
consistent with Fig. 1�a�. Also for higher measurement field
the corresponding merger shifts to higher T because of the
increase in the associated de-arrest T which is obvious from
Fig. 1�a�. Hence, both the M-H and M-T behavior for
Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 is qualitatively similar to Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�,
respectively, indicating that the bands are anti-correlated for
this case.

B. FM ground state: LPCMO

Figure 5�a� shows the M-H for LPCMO where the sample
is cooled in different fields including zero to 5 K and then
the H is raised. It is obvious that this behavior of M is quali-
tatively similar to the schematic of Fig. 3�b� where the de-
arrest of the higher-H FC paths start at higher H and merges
with the ZFC curve indicative of the anti-correlated bands.
For M-T measurement, the LPCMO is cooled to 5 K in
different H, then H is increased to 10 kOe and the M is

FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematics of H-T phase diagrams as
well as the corresponding M-H and M-T curves after cooling in
different fields for the case with FM ground state. �a� H-T diagram
with the anti-correlated bands showing only three regions �viz., x, y,
z� out of the N regions represented by the quasi-continuous �H*, T*�
band are shown. The corresponding 3-regions and the dividing lines
in the �HK, TK� band appear in reverse order because of anti-
correlation. For the first measurement protocol, after FC in different
H to TO following paths 1–4 �1 being ZFC path�, H is raised iso-
thermally, and the AFM state transforms to FM state by de-arrest.
The fields for onset of de-arrest during the isothermal increase in H
�at TO� are shown by horizontal arrows for the respective H. The
variation in M resulting from this isothermal increase in H is
sketched in �b�. Steep increase in M starting at progressively higher
H is due to de-arrest for the respective FC paths starting at higher
H, as depicted by horizontal arrows in �a�. �c� Depicts the next
measurement protocol, after FC along paths 1–3 of �a� the H is
isothermally raised to that of the path 4 �H4�, the M is measured
while increasing the T from TO. The resulting M-T showing the
abrupt change in the slope of M occurring at progressively higher T
indicates the increase in the T at which de-arrest begins �during
heating� at H4, for the respective FC paths.
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measured while increasing T. It can be observed from the
resulting M-T curves �Fig. 5�b�� that the de-arrest for higher-
H FC paths starts at higher-T and merges with the ZFC curve
similar to the schematic of Fig. 3�c� confirming anti-
correlated bands for this system as well �see also discussions
in Ref. 16�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

From these experiments we can conclude that both the
disordered C15 Laves phase compound Ce�Fe,2%Os�2 and
disordered CMR manganite LPCMO unambiguously show
anti-correlation between the kinetic arrest band and the su-
percooling band. Is this anti-correlation universal and can its
microscopic origin be understood? Does it have implications
for the general problem of glass formation? Our results pre-
sented here are for two very diverse systems whose com-
monality is the coexistence of FM and AFM regions, other-
wise separated by a first-order order transition, over a broad
range of T and H. Doped CeFe2 is an intermetallic with both
FM and AFM phases showing metallic resistivity. The low-T
ground state is AFM, and the sample used is polycrystalline.
La-Pr-Ca-Mn-O is an oxide with the FM phase showing me-
tallic resistivity, while the AFM phase is insulating. The low-
T ground state is FM, and the sample used is a single crystal.
This could be indicating the possible universality of this ef-
fect of disorder, and similar features could be studied in
many diverse systems like Gd5Ge4, Nd-Sr-Mn-O, Nd7Rh3,
etc. While the kinetic arrest associated with the glass transi-
tion is usually studied as a function of T alone, we have
addressed systems where two control variables viz., T and H
are being used to cause arrest �or de-arrest�. Varying H is
experimentally straightforward, and studies in these systems

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Shows the M-H of Ce�Fe,2%Os�2

after cooling in 70, 30, and 10 kOe to 2, 4, and 20 K then reducing
the field to zero. The vertical arrows show the merger of 70 kOe
curve with that of 30 kOe and of 10 kOe curve with the rest and
gives the H values for the respective merger. �b� Shows the M-T
after FC in different H to 2 K where H is isothermally reduced to
the measuring fields �1, 4, and 8 kOe�.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The M-H and M-T behavior for the case
with FM ground state. �a� Shows the experimental M-H of LPCMO
after FC in different H to 5 K and then increasing the H. �b� Shows
the measured M-T on LPCMO after FC in different H including
ZFC to 5 K, raising H to 10 kOe at 5 K and then increasing the T.
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could allow a new insight into the widely encountered phe-
nomenon of glass-like arrest of kinetics. Assuming that the
results found in this study have a broader validity, we venture
to suggest that the glass formation becomes easier in com-
plicated molecules, indicating that kinetics is more easily
hindered and arrested as near-neighbor disorder rises. On
the other hand, such disorder would lower the phase transi-
tion temperature. At a naive level, this could explain the

above inference. It needs to be mentioned here that we have
not included relaxation effects in our present study.
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